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Velvet Goldmine is a dense, multi-layered film that probes Glam as a cultural and 
political phenomenon without trying to provide a definitive account of its meaning. 
As is well known, Haynes intended to use David Bowie’s Ziggy Stardust era music, 
but Bowie withheld his permission because he reputedly did not like the film’s script, 
and had plans to make his own movie about the Ziggy Stardust era (the film is yet to 
emerge some 15 years later). In any case, Haynes never intended to make a 
conventional biopic about David Bowie —Bowie’s literal absence from film was 
always going to function as a ‘structuring absence.’ That is, a point of reference 
around which Haynes weaves his take on the Glam phenomenon, and represents a 
symbiotic relationship between celebrity pop stars and their fans. The film is saturated 
with intertextual references to cinema history —Haynes includes references to 
Kubrick’s A Clockwork Orange (1971) and includes a self-referential ‘doll’ sequence 
that refers to his first foray into the celebrity biopic, Superstar: The Karen Carpenter 
Story (1987). However, Haynes uses Citizen Kane (1941) as a structural template — 
Velvet Goldmine sets up an investigation into a Bowie-like rock star by a journalist, a 
former fan, Arthur Stuart, played by Christian Bale. Haynes wanted the film to have 
‘a really strong fan point of view,’ so the Arthur character is included ‘ as a reminder 
of our place in the cycle of pop and consumer culture, that we’re really central to it’ 
(xvii).  
Arthur interviews the key players in the life of Brian Slade, a former rock star who 
embodies many of Bowie’s key characteristics as a performer and Glam icon. Like 
Bowie, Slade begins his career as a somewhat fey, hippie folk rocker strumming 
acoustic songs to a hostile and disinterested audience. He later finds success by 
creating a space alien persona, Maxwell Demon, an obvious pastiche of Ziggy 
Stardust. Haynes recreates several of the iconic Bowie images from this era, including 
a version of the famous ‘fellatio’ shot of Bowie ‘going down’ on Mick Ronson’s 
guitar. Despite these references to Bowie, Slade, like most of the characters in the 
film is a composite figure — there are elements of glam’s dandy forebears in Demon 
(Haynes puts a number of well-known quotations in the mouths of his characters. For 
example, at one point Slade turns to his wife, Mandy Slade, clearly modeled on 
Angela Bowie, and says, ‘I wish I’d thought of that,’ and Mandy completes the 
quotation with the response, ‘You will, Brian, you will’ — this echoes the famous 
exchange between the painter James Whistler and Oscar Wilde).  
The character of Curt Wilde is an even more complex mélange of pop icons — Wilde, 
played by Ewan McGregor, mimics Iggy Pop’s stage act, and also functions as a 
stand-in for Lou Reed, whose 60s band, The Velvet Underground, Bowie paid 
homage to in the song ‘Queen Bitch’ (Bowie famously used his celebrity cache to 
produce and promote Reed’s best selling album, Transformer). Just to complicate 
matters further, Wilde physically resembles the 90s grunge icon, Kurt Cobain. Arthur 
strongly identifies with Slade, and the film regularly flashes back to the Arthur’s 
adolescence in the 1970s, and shows him developing a Glam persona inspired by 
Brian Slade. This persona allows him to express his homosexuality, but alienates him 
from his family — Arthur is traumatized by his family’s overt homophobia, and finds 
himself in the image and music of Slade and his Glam cohorts, for the movement was 
about sound and vision. This past time contrasts with the film’s present — a 1980s 
world of Orwellian menace and austerity. This temporal contrast is an important 
element of the film’s narrative, and its larger intellectual ambitions. As Hoskyns 
observes, ‘for a brief time pop culture would proclaim that identities and sexualities 
were not stable things but quivery and costumed, and rock and roll would paint its 
face and turn the mirror around, inverting in the process everything in sight’ (66); 
however, this period did not last, and the film is at pains to point out how 
conventional gender hierarchies and hetero-normative hegemony were reinstated in 
the 1980s. It is also through Arthur that Haynes juxtaposes the overly public display 
of the sexuality of his celebrity characters with the private sexuality of the fan 
(Haynes, xvii). 
These artistic choices make it easy to categorize Haynes as a postmodern filmmaker, 
and his engagement with queer identity politics invites critics to typecast Haynes as 
the doyen of the new queer cinema. Both these characterizations of Haynes are valid 
and can be legitimated with reference to his oeuvre — his films certainly raise 
questions about the nature of sexual identity. As Helen Darby notes, ‘ Haynes’s 
depiction of the emergence of gay male sexuality, as inextricable from previous 
mediations and fantasies, gives us a parable of all identity as constructed and 
performative’ (336). I have argued elsewhere, with Carolyn D’Cruz, that it is also 
possible to examine Haynes’ films with reference to the logic of ‘hauntology’ — a 
neologism coined by Derrida, which furthers his sustained critique of the metaphysics 
of presence — that is, the idea that nothing can be fully present in and of itself 
because of the play of signification (320). The logic of hauntology involves a 
reckoning with ghosts — figures that are simultaneously present and absent, dead and 
alive, here and not here, material and immaterial. 
The neologism bears a close sounding resemblance to the word ontology, 
whose philosophical domain is concerned with the question of ‘what is’ and 
being. While the ontological status of the ghost is usually excluded from 
reality and discarded to the realm of the incredulously supernatural, the 
hauntological challenges the very idea that the status of ‘what is’ can be given 
over to situating the presence of reality in its actuality; this is to say, any 
attempt at situating what is actual in the here and now is inescapably entangled 
in directions of there, then, and ‘to-come’ (D’Cruz and D’Cruz, 326). 
Hauntology, then, speaks to a dis-adjusted temporality — the film makes no clear 
distinction between past, present and future, and the specters associated with the 
heritage of Glam — Wilde, Pater, Rimbaud, Reed, Pop, and Bowie himself appear as 
unearthly (alien) figures that the film’s characters ventriloquize literally and 
figuratively. Of course, Bowie is not literally represented in Velvet Goldmine, but his 
specter, like those of his spiritual forebears haunt the film, and demand that we 
engage with Glam’s (in)authentic heritage for the sake of those yet to come and the 
sake of the ghosts whose fate and place in history remain in our hands. Velvet 
Goldmine, finally, is a locus for acknowledging and remembering Glam’s complex 
legacy —a legacy that embraces difference, and (in)authenticity, and while the film 
fails to provide any definitive ‘truth’ about Bowie and the Glam scene, it remains 
curiously faithful to what we might call, after Derrida, the spirit of Bowie’s work, 
which is one of the many reasons this exemplary account of Glam should be played at 
maximum volume.    
 


